Process development in the Quality by Design paradigm: Modeling of Protein A chromatography resin fouling.
Protein A chromatography is quite commonly used for capture of monoclonal antibodies from the clarified cell culture broths. Protein A resins are expensive and economic feasibility demands that the resin be reused for 50-300 cycles. Resin reuse is, however, accompanied by resin fouling, impacting both the binding and mass transfer characteristics of the resin. In the present study, we attempt to model the variations in binding and mass transfer characteristics of a commercially available Protein A resin, mAbSelect SuRe™, as a function of resin's reuse. Simplified linear driving force modeling and kinetic modeling of Protein A chromatography step elution cycling data has been successfully used to predict resin performance up to 100 cycles based on fouling data up to 50 cycles. Fouling factor for Protein A resin has been empirically modeled as a function of binding and mass transfer characteristics of resin and the resin's reuse using a combination of Buckingham's π theorem and statistical analysis. The proposed empirical model enables reliable prediction of performance of Protein A resin as well as offers an improved understanding of the underlying mechanism behind the decline in resin performance during fouling.